
    T3100-MINI-2019

REMOTE MONITORING

The T3100-MINI is a unique remote monitoring system that is 
ideal for the monitoring of unattended equipment and locations. 
Mini t-mac module incorporated

This advanced telemetry device allows two-way communication 
between monitoring stations, and our unique web based server 
access port.

Historical and current site data can be viewed and exported 
from a password protected web site viewer, by csv or similar. 
The system can be programmed to send SMS text messages 
and e-mails to multiple recipients, based on abnormal  ‘things 
happening during the night’ or at certain times during the day.

T3100-MINI utilises the latest technology to send Data, over a 
standard  GPRS network, enabling communication with remote 
equipment anywhere in the world. 
Modular plug in allows Remote monitoring to be added to 
existing C2020,Z2000,T5020 and Z5020 Tank Gauges, or 
incorporated day one.The T3100-MINI can monitor any Modbus 

protocol device.

STANDARD FEATURES & OPTIONS

T3100-MINI can provide: ……….

a Status information of remote condition.

a Emergency messages / Alarms
Leak / Theft Triggers   (SMS)

a Automatic ordering systems, (e-mails)

a Automatic Daily readings / logs
a Automatic Pre-Post Delivery e-mails,

a Automatic maintenance program, 

a Automatic control functions,

a Automatic logic match control.

a High Level Alarms 115 dB.
a Data-logging for historical analysis

T3100-MINI has four (4) configurable inputs and Four (4) 
digital outputs. 

T3100-MINI boasts GPRS and Ethernet connections as well 
as an RS485 port.

RS485                              Modbus RS485 connection can 
monitor up to 264 functions, such as Tank Contents, and 
Specific gravity.   20 tanks on one site, wired multi-drop can be 
monitored. 

Remote calibration can be performed 

ALARMS                         Each input can be configured for 
specific alarming conditions such as High, Low, Re-Order, 
Level changes overnight indicating leak or theft by SMS text    
e-mail etc.

GENERAL                        Single enclosure, which incorporates 
monitor circuitry, and GPRS transceiver unit. The GPRS 
system requires a SIM card to communicate with the web 
control centre. Ethernet versions require connection to your 

TYPICAL GRAPHICAL PRESENTATION
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T3100-MINI can be connected to Four (4) C2020,Z2000  
and up to twenty (20) T5020 or Z5020 Tank Gauges



REMOTE MONITORING SYSTEMS.

OPERATING SYSTEM     3G GPRS Network. Fitted with 
Established Cellular engine, and utilising a standard phase II 
SIM card, or ETHERNET to your Network

PROGRAMMING.            Web based programming 
environment including program change and interrogation 
facility Programable remotely via GPRS / Ethernet.

COMMUNICATION.          Via our Server to your Web viewer, 
plus e-mails and SMS. Easy views and reports online.

POWER SUPPLY            24Vdc if available  or 240 vac power 
supply integral to the systems

SECURITY                       Data password protected (selectable)

ENCLOSURE                   IP65 weatherproof.

Applications include ………..

Level /Volume                Counters
Flow / Total                    Maintenance cycles
Pressure                        Reordering
Temperature                  Environmental monitors
On / off                          Security / Theft.
Leak detection

CLOCK FUNCTION        Based on real time 24hour operation. 

OPERATING TEMP        0 to 60 DegC (0 – 140 DegF)

HUMIDITY                     5 to 95%

GENERAL                     This system has the benefit of 
increased revenue potential, and reduced installation costs.

For the Customer manpower needs are ultimately reduced. 
Manual recordings are greatly reduced, if not stopped.

For the Suppliers, productivity is increased through the ability 
to respond to demand more efficiently.

Complete Audit Trail for Supplier and Customer.
The system can be driven by the supplier or the end customer.
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